TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
that nostalgic Paris motif.  Earlier still, my very juvenile preference
rested on a good pull-up for "Carmen".
No Chopin; nor Schumann; nor Liszt. And no Italians. But
I must put into the pool, partly to keep myself out of too much
trouble and partly to know where to find them, the names of a
few composers whose music I have certainly heard and enjoyed
though not at the moment aware who was my host: Rimsky-
Korsakov, Ravel, Haydn, Sibelius and Handel. If I include a record
of the opening theme of the Handel Violin Sonata in A, it must be
played, naturally, by Menuhin. Kreisler at his best will play my
fragment of the Beethoven Violin Concerto.
Does this amount to eight records ? If not, I must slip in one
or two, not classical but intimate, where I know the voices well
and can think of London, Paris, Vienna and New York whenever
I put them oa during my island sojourn, and dive, sobbing, far
down into the coral-reef Waiferage. Yvonne Printemps singing
"Au Clair de la Lune", "Plaisir d'Amour", or Mozart's Letter
Song; Noel in almost any of his own lighter songs: "Mad Dogs
and Englishmen", "Any Little Fish", "A Room with a View",
"London Pride", or "Don't let's be Beastly to the Germans";
Gertie, linked with memories of Noel again, doing " Some Day
I'll Find You", "Parisian Pierrot", or "Mad about the Boy";
Paul singing "Water Boy" . . .
While Dido was taking down this chapter, I noticed her being
first restive, then nervous, then scared, then inarticulate, then
finally much too articulate. I watched this crescendo in the agree-
able knowledge that presently I should be losing my temper in
a big way; it would be a nice change for both of us, and, being on
an impersonal subject, leave neither a penny the worse.
Then it came out: apparently there was something badly
"wrong" with my selection of records and my confession of
preferences and indifferences. "All right," I said, "there it is.
I'm not 'musical*; meaning that f ve resisted music till after I was
thirsty—thirty, I mean. What happened to me then has been
entirely spontaneous and accidental. From that point of view"—(I
expect -she was interrupting me all this time but I took no notice,
having that to say which must be said)—"from that point of view,
I think my list is fairly respectable; at any rate, not too blatantly
awfed; it s a bit eccentric, and it may have a few funny gaps and
side-slips, but ywfre trying to tdl me it's pathological!"
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